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• FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE •
John Knuth: Nothing Without Providence
June 5 – July 3, 2015

	
  

Opening Reception: Friday, June 5, 7-9 pm
Second Reception: Saturday, June 13, 4 – 7pm
Free and open to the public / Artist in Attendance
A catalogue with essay by Marc LeBlanc will be published in conjunction with the exhibition

David B. Smith Gallery is proud to present John Knuth’s first solo exhibition in Colorado, titled Nothing Without Providence.
Based in Los Angeles, Knuth relies on unorthodox and anarchistic processes and materials such as flies, sugar, smoke, and
emergency flares, in order to make sense of the chaotic landscape of L.A. and the surrounding environment of Southern
California. For this new body of work, Knuth is bringing thousands of flies into the gallery and making his paintings on site in
order to expose his process, all the while considering the landscape of Colorado;
Knuth’s paintings are reflections on how location, intention and chance inform us
all.
For the first two weeks of the exhibition, Knuth will set up his studio in the middle of
the gallery so that the audience can witness his process. Knuth’s structures encase
thousands of flies, which are fed acrylic paint, resulting in otherworldly abstract
paintings. By bringing his flies into the gallery, Knuth forces us to confront the
abject nature of the process while witnessing the highly controlled development of
each work. Though the flies appear to be working at random, Knuth’s intentional
methods result in calculated and thoughtful abstractions. In referencing the
Colorado state motto, Nil sine Numine or “Nothing without providence”, Knuth
speculates that perhaps we all are operating in the world like his flies – with
purpose and dignity regardless of the task at hand, while forces larger than we may
imagine are pointing us toward results and futures we cannot foresee.
Knuth’s paintings will be unveiled on June 13, and for the second half of the
exhibition, viewers are invited to contemplate the aftermath of the flies’ labor. The
results hover somewhere between minimalism, performance, and process based
paintings. Here, entropy and deterioration is ritualized and honored. Ultimately,
these paintings are subtle meditations on destiny, the divine will, chance, and
location.
About John Knuth
John Knuth received his MFA from USC and a BFA from the University of
Minnesota. He has had recent solo exhibitions at Brand New Gallery (Milan, Italy), Marie Kirkegaard Gallery (Copenhagen,
Denmark), Human Recourses (Los Angeles, CA,), Andrew Rafacz Gallery (Chicago, IL), and The Armory Center for the Arts
(Los Angeles, CA). In addition, Knuth’s work has been exhibited nationally and internationally at venues such as The Speed
Museum in Louisville, KY, PARK Self-Titled Space, Tilburg, Netherlands, the International Print Center New York, New York, NY,
the Los Angeles County Museum of Art, Los Angeles Contemporary Exhibitions, Locust Projects in Miami, Another Year in LA,
and the Minneapolis Institute of Art. Knuth lives and works in Los Angeles, California.
About David B. Smith Gallery
David B. Smith Gallery is committed to presenting intelligent and culturally relevant exhibitions in its Denver location, featuring
the region’s most important emerging talent alongside internationally recognized artists. Through its curatorial program,
participation in art fairs, and extensive media coverage in publications such as Art in America and ARTnews, David B. Smith
Gallery has cultivated a strong regional, national and international collector audience. The New York Times hailed the gallery as
offering "an exciting contrast of cutting edge works.” The gallery also maintains an active publishing division, which produces
exhibition catalogues and editions.
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